Extensive portfolio built for smart rail solutions

As a premier supplier to the rail market for decades, ADLINK enables a wide range of wayside and onboard applications with its extensive rugged, cost-effective COTS portfolio and best-in-class ODM solutions. ADLINK introduces four latest products in 2018: CCU-5500 is an EN 50155 compliant, fanless onboard Wi-Fi communication control platform, supporting up to six 3G/4G LTE/5G/WLAN; PIS-5500 is an onboard video analysis system with optional GPU modules; DMI-1210 is an IP65 rated, 12.1" touch panel for driver machine interface with two M12 GbE ports; cPCI-3630 is a 3U CompactPCI CPU blade powered by the latest Intel Atom processors, supporting various I/O interfaces through a series of front plates.
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